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As you may have heard, the Colorado Department of Agriculture announced Friday that emerald ash borer (EAB)
has been confirmed to be present in Colorado. The specific detection was in Boulder.
If you are not aware of emerald ash borer, it is arguably the most devastating invasive insect to have breached the
North American shores in many decades. Since its accidental introduction into Michigan and detection in 2002 it
has spread across much of the eastern half of the US and Canada killing tens of millions of ash trees. There is
every reason to believe that before this invasive has completed its effects it will likely eliminate essentially every
ash tree where the insect is present, causing extraordinary ecological and economic damage. All species of ash
trees native to North America are susceptible, including the very widely planted green and white ash used as street
trees in Colorado.
At present the Colorado Department of Agriculture and federal agencies involved in tracking exotic insects are
working to determine the extent of the present infestation. We can hope that it is limited to the single site, but
expect a greatly intensified effort in the upcoming year to better delimit the current range of EAB in Colorado.
You will also hear more in the future on what plans there are to help slow the spread of this insect within
Colorado. Although eradication is not possible, aggressive management can greatly slow the rate of tree loss and
spread of the insect. This can be a tremendously helpful in slowing the rate of tree loss, with its associated costs,
and in planning for replacements. (This insect will cost many municipalities millions of dollars over the next
decade in expenses related to tree removal alone.)
You very likely will be asked questions about emerald ash borer in the upcoming weeks, months, years. Specific
Colorado-based materials to help you will be developed before next year and after there is better assessment of the
situation. However in the interim there are many materials already developed elsewhere that I would recommend
you familiarize yourself with.
Regarding questions for control the North Central region has an excellent publication on control options:
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/EAB/PDF/NC-IPM.pdf
Since many of these controls involve the use of systemic neonicotinoid insecticides, and these insecticides have
generated controversy in some circles, this is addressed in the sheet at:
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/eab/PDF/potentialSideEffectsofEABInsecticidesFAQ.pdf
Guidelines as to how to make economic decisions on EAB management are in the publication:
http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/EAB/PDF/NABB_DecisionGuide.pdf

Several Midwestern universities have excellent EAB resources, including publications (such as above) Q&A sheets,
and other fact sheets. Among these I would recommend the one found at
Ohio State: http://www.ashalert.osu.edu/Secondary/secondary.asp?id=46, at
Purdue: http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/EAB/
The national web site at: http://www.emeraldashborer.info/index.cfm#sthash.s0d4HUl9.dpbs
Diagnosis of emerald ash borer affected trees is also critical. There are some very useful diagnostic features
associated with the insect (D-shaped exit holes, meandering tunnels under the bark). But there are some other
wood boring insects associated with ash that are nowhere near as damaging as EAB and have long been
present. Plus some beetles that sort of look like EAB. These are discussed in the sheet
at: http://bspm.agsci.colostate.edu/files/2013/03/Emerald-Ash-Borer.pdf

************
Regarding the Colorado situation I would like to point out one important difference in how the EAB may play out
in this state versus the situation in the Midwest and east. Here our ash trees are almost entirely human planted and
exist in discrete pockets, with significant geographic barriers in many locations. This can help us to contain and
slow the spread and, perhaps, even prevent its establishment in some communities if efforts are made to contain
it. That EAB is now in Boulder does mean that it ultimately will spread throughout the northern Front
Range. However, outside this region EAB will only move with human assistance. Therefore areas such as
Colorado Springs, Pueblo – and everywhere west of the Continental Divide, will not be colonized by EAB without
separate introductions by humans. (The beetles are carried on infested ash logs.)
Also, it will be my recommendation that EAB controls only be used in communities where EAB is known to be
present. At this point it is only known from Boulder. So I do not want to hear about companies promoting EAB
controls in Denver, Fort Collins – or even Longmont and Golden – until the insect is found in those specific areas.
More to come.

